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"I Have Had Singing" 
Celebrating 130 years of Choral Singing at Lehigh (1875-2005) 
Tonight's concert takes its title from a short work by Steven Sametz 
which sets a text from Ronald Blythe's Akenfield, Portrait of an English Village. 
In the 1960' s, Blythe traveled to the north of England to interview farmers, 
plowmen, blacksmiths - people whose stories dated back to the turn of the 
century. One subject was an eighty-year-old horseman who told about his 
life working a bleak, unfertile land. In the midst of his story, he stopped and 
said, "But there was always singing; the boys in the field, the chapels were 
full of singing. I have had pleasure enough; I have had singing." 
"I Have Had Singing" holds a message for all Lehigh choral artists; 
past and present. It is foremost about the joy that singing gives us. 
Commissioned by Charlie and Betsy Meredith, community singers in the 
Lehigh Choral Union, it was premiered in 1992 by the prestigious San 
Francisco male ensemble Chanticleer during a concert weekend at Lehigh 
when they also performed the Monteverdi Vespers of1610 with the Lehigh 
University Choir. It has since been performed countless times internationally 
and has become something of a signature piece for Steven Sametz. Written 
for performance at Lehigh, involving community members, students and 
professionals, "I Have Had Singing" reminds us of the power of singing in 
our lives. 
What has been built at Lehigh in the past 130 years is a tribute to all 
those singers who have come together in harmony over many generations. 
The earliest mention of chorgl music at Lehigh is found in the university's 
very first yearbook, the Epitome of 1875. As reported in 1876 by the Bethlehem 
Globe Times, the small group of men who had rehearsed for just over a year 
officially became the "Lehigh University Glee Club" under the direction of 
J. Frederick Wolle. Wolle, raised in the strong musical tradition of the 
Moravian community, was also the founding director of the Bethlehem Bach 
Choir. A Globe Times article from 1890 entitled "Lehigh University Musicians 
Know the Value of Frequent and Thorough Rehearsals" discusses Wolle's 
intense rehearsal style. Wolle's regimen entailed practice twice a day, six 
days a week. T. Edgar ("Pops") Shields, the second full-time director of the 
University Glee Club, established regular biannual concerts with added 
performances at campus events. The Glee Club stepped into the regional 
spotlight in December of 1935, performing Christmas works on Philadelphia 
radio station WCAU. William Schempf succeeded Shields and worked 
with several student directors to bring the role of student leadership to the 
fore. This tradition of strong student management has been the backbone of 
building the choral program at Lehigh. Without the tireless efforts of student 
managers, assistant managers, tour managers, stage managers, librarians 
and more, the choral program could never have experienced the phenomenal 
growth it has over the years. Each year, these students are gratefully 
acknowledged in an awards ceremony. The trophies and plaques bearing 
their names line the rehearsal hall of our new home in the Zoellner Arts 
Center to remind the current generation of singers of the debt they owe to 
these student leaders. 
In 1954, when Robert ("Boss") Cutler became the fourth director of 
choral activities at Lehigh, he was inherited a club that was regarded as one 
of the most successful on campus. "The Boss" built on this strong foundation, 
creating one of the finest male singing ensembles on the eastern seaboard. 
Frequently heard on tour nationally and internationally, alone and in 
conjunction with the top women's collegiate ensembles, Cutler stretched 
the musical range of the Lehigh Glee Club, performing major works with 
orchestra such as Stravinsky's Oedipus Rex, the Bach St. Matthew Passion, 
the Verdi Requiem and Brahms's Niinie, which was one of his favorites. It is 
in memory of this exceptionally warm and talented conductor, who affected 
the lives of countless singer-students with his consummate musicianship, 
wit and generosity of spirit, that we perform Brahms's elegiac work tonight. 
The Boss also oversaw the - then very controversial - transition 
from all-male singing to the inclusion of women, who first matriculated in 
1971. The first step was the creation of the Women's Chorus under the 
baton of Professor Jerry Bidlack. Then in 1978 that group merged with the 
Glee Club to form the University Choir under Cutler's direction. 
Steven ("Doc") Sametz arrived in 1979 with a newly minted doctorate 
in hand. Anyone following in the footsteps of The Boss would have large 
shoes to fill, but through the graciousness of Professor Cutler, who stayed 
on for two years as department chair during his "retirement," this transition 
was accomplished with constant support and encouragement for the new 
venture. The twenty-five year period under Dr. Sametz has been one of 
continuous growth. In 1985, Sametz established the Lehigh University 
Choral Union, inviting townspeople, faculty, and staff to join with Lehigh 
students to study and perform the greatest works of the choral-orchestral 
repertoire. It has proven to be one of the most successful community outreach 
programs at Lehigh, bringing over 150 people onto campus each week for 
rehearsals. This year's 2Qth anniversary season of the Choral Union also 
marks a milestone in Lehigh's choral tradition. 
In 1997, Sametz initiated the Choral Arts Scholars program. This 
program, for which we are currently raising endowment funds to put it on 
a permanent footing, has been critical in spreading the word of Lehigh's 
choral program and bringing the finest high school singers to study at Lehigh. 
Now known as the Cutler-Sametz Choral Arts Endowed Scholarships, these 
merit scholarships provide a stipend and private vocal instruction. Through 
generous support from the administration, community sponsorship, and 
alumni, the Cutler-Sametz Choral Arts Endowed Scholarship fund gives 
Lehigh a unique profile among its peer institutions in its commitment to the 
choral arts. 
In 2001, Sametz founded the Oxford Summer Institutes at Lehigh, 
bringing composers, conductors and singers from around the world for a summer 
course of study at Lehigh. In conjunction with the publisher of many of his 
works, Oxford University Press, the Oxford Summer Institutes at Lehigh have 
brought Lehigh international standing as a center for choral studies. 
Under Sametz' s direction, Lehigh University Choral Arts - as the 
combined groups of the University Choir, the Choral Union, and the fourteen- 
member a cappella Overtones are known - has achieved performances rare 
for a school of Lehigh's size: Britten's War Requiem, Debussy's Martyr de 
Saint Sebastian (with dance); Orff's Carmina Burana, Stavinsky's Mass and 
Les Noces (with dance); the requiem settings of Mozart, Verdi, and Brahms; 
Bach's Magnifi.cat, Mass in B-minor, and St. John Passion; and compositions 
of Sametz' s, including the choral symphony Carmina amoris and in time of, 
the latter featured on Chanticleer's Grammy Award-winning CD, "Colors 
of Love." Many of these new works have achieved a measure of success 
and go out into the world bearing the published inscription, 'for Lehigh 
University Choral Arts." 
Under Doc's baton, the University Choir has toured to Europe, Asia, 
and throughout the US. They have recorded in the National Concert Hall in 
Taipei, performed at the St. Petersburg Philharmonic in Russia, and taken 
the gift of music at Lehigh to Berlin's Philharmonic Hall and the Kunsthaus 
in Vienna. Lehigh Choral Arts has been heard in concert on NPR and has 
performed with Grammy Award-winners Dawn Upshaw, Jan DeGaetani, 
John Aler, Richard Clement, Carmen Pelton and Chanticleer. This year, we 
are looking forward to our staged performance of Bach's St. Matthew Passion 
on April 301h which will involve all the members of Lehigh Choral Arts 
along with Sametz' s professional ensemble, The Princeton Singers. In May, 
the University Choir will be on tour once again to Germany and the Czech 
Republic. 
In our 1301h year, we feel there is truly cause for celebration. None 
of this could have happened without the support of Lehigh's administration, 
enlightened leadership by department chairs, strong musical leadership, 
and support by alumni and townspeople alike. But it is the singers who 
have made the tradition live. We are so pleased to welcome many alumni 
back tonight: This is your choral program. Maybe not the way you remember 
it, butyou'reapartofit. 
Tonight we honor the memory of one of Lehigh's greatest teachers - 
Robert Cutler - and we celebrate the strength and vitality of Lehigh's great 
singing tradition. As we acknowledge the past in singing repertoire from 
the Glee Club era, we also reaffirm our commitment to the future of choral 
repertoire with new works by students and faculty. And in inviting our 
alumni to start off the concert with us this evening, we hope to remind all 
those who sing or who have sung at Lehigh of what we gain through song. 
In friendship and in harmony, we are a part of a living and joyous 130-year 
tradition. 
We have had singing. 
(researched by Tim White '06, Choral Arts Historian) 
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CUTLER-SAMETZ CHORAL ARTS ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS 
AT LEHIGH 
In this 130th-year celebration, we are in the midst of a campaign to fund 
the Lehigh University Cutler-Sametz Choral Arts Endowed Scholarships. This 
prog~am recruits the finest high school choral singers in the country to partici- 
pate m the Choral Arts at Lehigh. We are well on our way to our funding goal 
and were honored when the family of Robert "Boss" Cutler requested that 
donations made in his memory be sent to the Scholarship fund. If you are inter- 
ested in helping us foster the wonderful singing talent at Lehigh, please contact 
Susan Vengrove at sgv2@llehigh.edu. For more information on the Choral Scholar 
program, email Linda Ganus at lcg3@lehigh.edu. 
THE ROBERT CUTLER-STEVEN SAMETZ 
ENDOWED CHORAL ARTS SCHOLAR DONOR LIST 
Robert W. Betz '64 
Thomas A. Bickerstaff '69 
Katrina L. Branting '80 
Patrick E. Brickley '98 
Warren H. Buck 64 
Jill J. Calsetta '94 
Patricia A. Chase '74 
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Richard L. Edwards '66 
Willet E. Egge, III '73 
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Peter 0. Feaver '83 
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Fred B. Fletcher '67 
[ohn A. Ford '59 
Donald J. Foster '59 
Wayne 0. Freese '59 
John H. Frey '82 
Dudley- L. Galloway '64 
Ralph W. Gallup '61 
Cynthia K. Gavenda '89 
Judith Gottesman '75 
[ohn Grason '64 
Jon 0. Green, M.D. '70 
Charles R. Hayes '62 
Lianne K. Heath '79 
Gerald A. Hedges '61 
Blake R. Heffner '72 
Robert G. Heidenreich '56 
David K. Heist '88 
James P. Herget '71 
Beverly E. Hjorth '79 
George L. Howell '55 
Hugh 0. Jones '62 
Glenn E. Kinard '59 
Frances A. Kleeman 'F 
Marc J. Kobayashi '92 
Joseph Kovach 'F 
Gary 0. Kraft '76 
List as of March 24, 2005. We regret any errors or omissions Please bring them to the 
attention of Lorraine Wiedorn at 610-758-4874 or e-mail lmsl@lehigh.edu 
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Melinda L. Bowman '91 
Daniel T. Franceski '64 
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$1,000 to $2,499 
George A. Achilles '70 
Robert A. Alper '66 
Dexter F. Baker '50 
Susan E. Belangee '95 
Preston M. Crabill '76 
W. Alden Cushman '85 
Stephen F. Goldmann '66 
Kenneth M. Hayes '69 
Andrew H. Knoll '73 
Barbara K. Kruger '80 
Robert M. McGovern, Jr. 
'60 
Thomas A. Miller '77 
Robert S. Pritchard '62 
Daniel J. Rader '81 
Thomas E. Reid '75 
Richard T. Roca '66 
George D. Ryerson '55 
Robert H. Shabaker '59 
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Donald W. Stever, Jr. '65 
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American Guild 
of Organists, 
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Richard B. Lambert, Jr. '61 
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Robar Options Inc. 
Arthur W. Roberts, III '59 
Stephen 0. Rodgers '94 
Leonard M. Saari '60 
Robert F. Scarr '52 
Lynn C. Scull '57 
Royal F. Shepard, Jr. 'F 
Jon H. Shively '58 
Jeffrey E. Silliman '68 
Christopher Kurt S. Snyder '94 
Lucile A. Steitz '92 
Peter J. Stinson '91 
Richard W. Stoeltzing, '50 
George C. Stone '43 
S. Gilmore Stone '58 
Vernon S. Summer '73 
Kenneth G. Tower '79 
James L. Underkoffler, Jr. '66 
Howard E. Virkler '63 
William J. Watt '62 
Edward H. Weber, III '56 
Leon M. Weiss '79 
Harold N. Wells '51 
Mervin C. Werst, P.E. '51 
Eileen Wescoe 'F 
Fredric W. Wilson, III '69 
Jean T. Woynicki '92 
Paul J. Wright, Jr. '61 
Gerett R. Yocum '96 
Robert S. Zam '74 
NOTES ON TONIGHT'S PROGRAM 
Tonight's celebration concert is many things at once: a retrospective, a profile 
of Lehigh's commitment to the finest in choral-orchestral and a cappella 
repertoire, a statement of our continuing exploration of new work, and a 
chance to just have some fun singing. We invite you to sit back and relax. 
There will be much new, much old, and much to celebrate tonight. 
Ndnie 
Brahms composed Niinie in 1875 as a memorial to his friend, the 
painter Anselm Feuerbach, setting a text of Friedrich von Schiller. In it, 
Schiller mourns the passing of beauty with allusions to three stories from 
antiquity: Orpheus in Hades, Aphrodite and Adonis, and the death of 
Achilles. 
Through his music, Orpheus was the only one able to soften the 
"steely heart of the Stygian Zeus" (a reference to Hades, god of the 
underworld, reached by crossing the river Styx) in his desperate attempt to 
rescue his beloved Eurydice. The next stanza mourns the passing of physical 
beauty, as Aphrodite is powerless to save her young lover Adonis (here 
referred to as "schone Knabe - "the beautiful boy") when he was mortally 
wounded by a savage boar. And lastly, Thetis, a sea-goddess and one of the 
Nereids (daughters of the sea-god, Nereus) could not save her son, the hero 
Achilles. Achilles avenges the death of his beloved Patroclus by killing 
Hector, and then is slain himself at the Scaean gate outside Troy by Hector's 
brother Paris. 
Niinie, which itself means "eulogy" combines praise for beauty, 
heroism, and perfection with mourning for the inevitable passing of them 
all. "Auch das Schone muss sterben," begins Schiller. "Even beauty must die." 
It is in the last stanza that Schiller draws us into the poignant final message: 
the elegy we sing, this Niinie, exalts the memory of beauty so that it will not 
be forgotten (go down to Orcus - Hades - unsung) but will live on "im Mund 
der Geliebten" ("in the mouths of those who love"). Surely our performance 
dedicated to Robert "Boss" Cutler tonight exalts the beauty of a life that 
touched so many of us; he will not be forgotten nor go from us unsung. 
The White Raven 
premiere 
Many stories start "once upon a time." This story starts at the 
beginning of time. 
The Tlingit people of southeastern Alaska have a legend that starts 
when the world lay in darkness. The Creator, Grandfather of the river Nas 
(Nas-cA'kj-yel) kept the stars, the moon, and the sun in three boxes in his 
house at the head of the river. The White Raven - a trickster figure in Tlingit 
culture - went to the Grandfather Creator and asked to see the sun, moon 
and stars. When he was refused, the White Raven contrived a scheme to get 
the light of the heavens from the Grandfather. 
The Grandfather had a beautiful daughter who was guarded by the 
Medicine Man. Each morning, the Medicine Man would check the daughter's 
drinking water from the river to make sure it was pure. White Raven, seeing 
this, turned himself into pine needles and floated down the river. When the 
daughter drank the water with the pine needles in it, she became pregnant 
and after a time gave birth to a little Boy, the White Raven in disguise. The 
Boy, knowing how his Grandfather would dote on him, asked to see the box 
of stars. At first the Grandfather refused, but such was his love for his 
grandson that he relented and let him play with the box of stars. The Boy 
opened the box wide and all the stars flew up to the heavens. The Grandfather 
quickly closed the star box, but it was too late. The stars shone bright above. 
After a time, the Boy asked his Grandfather to let him open the 
moon box. The Grandfather refused, so the Boy went to his mother. As he 
was quite persistent and cannily persuasive, she relented and opened the 
box. The moon rose up into the sky and joined the stars. Grandfather, 
seeing this, was furious and slammed the moon box shut- but too late. The 
moon was in the heavens. 
When the Boy asked Grandfather to see the sun box, Grandfather 
posted the Medicine Man to stand guard. But the Boy knew charms that 
made the Medicine Man fall into a deep sleep. As the Boy opened the last 
box, the sun blazed forth and the world was filled with light. 
Grandfather angrily came in to behold the sun in the sky. He turned 
to his grandson, who suddenly cast off his human form, revealing himself 
as the White Rav .. en. With a cry, he rose into the heavens with the sun. The 
Medicine Man, wakened by the cry, quickly used the smoke still corning 
from the sun box to send a curse up into the sky that would turn the white 
raven black. Which is why today the Raven is black. 
The legend of the White Raven has many levels. Like Prometheus, 
Raven gives light to mankind. In Tlingit tradition, it is also about becoming 
consciously aware of life, a union of the creator's light with humanity. But 
heavenly knowledge exacts a price, and Raven's becoming black is 
analogous to Adam's Biblical fall from grace, cast out from the Garden of 
Eden. 
The White Raven is set as a ballet-concerto for piano, orchestra, and 
chorus. It is meant to be danced but will not be in this premiere performance. 
The story is set so that each character can be heard in the music: the 
Grandfather in a heavy-footed four-note motive frequently assigned to 
contrabassoon and timpani; the Raven in a playful series of ascending and 
descending thirds which permeates the texture throughout; the daughter 
in a lyrical, rhapsodic theme developed in the piano solo. Each of the 
celestial objects - stars, moon, and sun- is presented in a musical interlude 
where the chorus is introduced singing on Tlingit words for starlight, 
moonlight, and sunlight. The star interlude is characterized by delicate 
wind writing, the moon by slowly ascending textures in pulsating rhythms, 
and the sun by blazing brass. Virtuosic piano writing is featured 
throughout the twenty minutes of this single movement concerto. 
My thanks to Eugene Albulescu, a great talent and something of a 
trickster himself, who asked me to write for him and to Dr. Nadine Sine, 
Chair of the Department of Music, for her continued enthusiastic support 
for the creation of new music at Lehigh. 
******* 
During the second part of tonight's concert we revisit some favorite 
works from the Glee Club era and bring back a few "golden oldies" from 
the University Choir. Since extremely few pieces have been repeated in 
the last twenty-five years, this made for some interesting choices. We open 
with a prelude for rhythm section newly composed by Rob Guzzon, a junior 
physics major. Verdelot's moving prayer for peace in a troubled time, 
Italia mia, has been a favorite to many classes of Lehigh singers; Schlitz's 
Cantate Domino and Vaughan William's Valiant-for-Truth were performed 
on the opening concert by the University Choir under the direction of 
Steven Sametz in 1979. Aglepta is just what it is: a chance to scare trolls 
away. The Overtones provide a flavor of close harmony with some 
favorites plus a new arrangement by Derek Wilson. The folksongs arranged 
for the Choir over the years have always provided joy for singers and 
audiences at Lehigh. 
-SS 
Lehigh University Double Quartet (1885) 
top, l. tor.: Booth '86, tenor l; Voorhees '88, tenor fl, Morrow '89, tenor i, Surls '86, bass l; 
bottom, l. tor.: Wadleigh '89, bass 2, Stour '86, bass I, Toulmen '86, tenor fl, Stork '87, bass Tl. 
photo courtesy of Special Collections, Lelrigli University Libraries. 
ABOUT THE ARTISTS 
Steven Sametz, Ronald J. Ulrich Professor of Music, has earned 
increasing renown in recent years as both composer and conductor. He is the 
Director of Choral Activities at Lehigh University and also serves as artistic 
director of the elite a cappella ensemble, The Princeton Singers. Guest conducting 
appearances include the Taipei Philharmonic Foundation, the Berkshire Choral 
Festival, the New York Chamber Symphony, and the Netherlands Radio Choir. 
Dr. Sametz' compositions have been heard throughout the world at the 
Tanglewood, Ravinia, Schleswig-Holstein, Santa Fe, and Salzburg music festivals. 
His in time of appears on the Grammy-award-winning CD by Chanticleer," Colors 
of Love," and his works may be heard on six other Chanticleer CDs, as well as 
Lehigh University Choir's "Live from Taipei," the Lehigh University Choral 
Arts "Christmas at Lehigh," The Princeton Singers' "Reincarnations," "Christmas 
with The Princeton Singers," and "Old, New Borrowed Blues." 
Dr. Sametz has received commissions from the National Endowment 
for the Arts, the Connecticut Council for the Arts, and Santa Fe Music Festival, 
creating new works for Chanticleer, the Dale Warland Singers, The Princeton 
Singers, the Philadelphia Singers, the Pro Arte Chamber Choir, the Santa Fe 
Desert Chorale, Connecticut Choral Artists, and the King of Thailand. His 
compositions are published by Oxford University Press, GIA and Alliance Music. 
Dr. Sametz has served as panelist for the National Endowment for the 
Arts and Chorus America. He has been Director of Choral Activities at Harvard 
Universi!)' and is the founder and director of the Lehigh University Choral 
Union. At the Santa Fe Music Festival, he conducted his own works in a program 
entitled "Sametz conducts Sametz." He has conducted Chanticleer with the Lehigh 
University Choir in the Monteverdi Vespers o/1610 in New York and San Francisco 
to critical acclaim. Dr. Sametz holds degrees from Yale University, the University 
of Wisconsin - Madison, and the Hochschule fur Musik und darstellende Kunst 
in Frankfurt, Germany. 
Romanian-born pianist Eugene Albulescu emerged on the international 
scene in 1994 when his debut CD was awarded the International Grand Prix 
Liszt, adding Albulescu's name to the list of winners which include Arrau, Brendel, 
Horowitz and Bolet. Since then Albulescu has performed worldwide, including 
concerts at the Dame Myra Hess Memorial Concerts in Chicago. Bargemusic in 
New York, the Purely Piano series in Auckland, New Zealand, the Stern 
Auditorium at Carnegie Hall in New York, as well as the International Liszt 
Festival of the American Liszt Society. Having been invited to the White House 
to perform for the Millennium celebrations, he also performed at the Winter 
Olympics in Salt Lake City. Celebrated critic Harold C. Schonberg hailed 
Albulescu's "power and infallible fingers of steel," declaring that "nothing 
anywhere has any terrors for him." 
Mr. Albulescu has been featured nationally in several countries. Studio 
and live broadcasts have been undertaken for Radio New Zealand, South African 
Broadcasting Corporation, Australian Broadcasting Corporation, as well as NPR, 
which featured Albulescu on the nationally broadcast program "Performance 
Today." Albulescu's CD releases have been issued on ODE, Trust and Downstage 
labels, while his concerto engagements have included those with the New York 
Chamber Orchestra, the Romanian National Philharmonic and the New Zealand 
Symphony Orchestra. 
A native of Romania, Eugene Albulescu attended the George Enescu 
Music School in Bucharest, and emigrated to New Zealand with his family in 
1984. At sixteen he was the youngest competitor and winner of Television New 
Zealand's Young Musicians Competition. Albulescu continued his musical 
training with Edward Auer at Indiana University, where at nineteen he was the 
youngest person ever to hold an Assistant Instructorship. 
Albulescu's outreach to hundreds of American high schools in a program 
linking piano technology and creativity has earned him recognition from the 
media, including a cover story in Clavier and articles in Fanfare. He has taught on 
the music faculties at Moravian College and the Wellington Conservatory, and 
was featured as guest speaker and recitalist at Eastman School of Music, Mansfield 
University, Vanderbilt University, and University of Waikato. He is currently 
Artist-in-Residence and Professor of Practice at Lehigh University. 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY CHORAL ARTS 
The Lehigh University Choir is an active force in campus life. The fifty 
mixed voices of the Choir are auditioned at the beginning of the academic year. 
They are drawn from all majors of the University. During the year, they give 
three major concerts on campus and tour internationally. The Choir frequently 
performs with orchestra in such works as Bach's Magnificat, Christ Lag in 
Todesbanden, and Die [ohannespassion, Mozart's Mass in C Minor, and Handel's 
Messiah. Recent tours include Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Berlin; Vienna and 
Budapest; Florida; California; the Virgin Islands; Germany; Austria; France; and 
a five-city tour of Asia. In May, they will be touring in Europe. 
The Lehigh University Choral Union, composed of students, faculty, 
staff, and Lehigh Valley community members is the Lehigh Valley's only 
symphonic choir. Performing three times a year with internationally known 
soloists and full symphony orchestra, the 150 singers of the Choral Union bring 
major works of the choral-orchestral repertoire to a broad audience. Recent 
repertoire includes Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, Orff's Carmina Burana, Mahler's 
Second Symphony, Steven Sametz's Carmina /vmoris and the Britten War Requiem. 
The Overtones is an a cappella jazz group of approximately fourteen 
singers auditioned from the members of the University Choir. The flair and 
imagination that characterizes their performances as well as the intricate close 
harmonies of their sound set the Overtones apart from the usual collegiate small 
singing groups. They are in demand all over the country, frequently appearing 
in benefit concerts and also touring with the University Choir. The Overtones' 
repertoire runs the gamut from Barbershop to roadway, doo-wop to jazz. 
TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS 
I Have Had Singing 
The singing. There was so much singing then, and this was my pleasure too. We 
all sang, the boys in the fields, the chapels were full of singing, always singing. 
Here I lie. I have had pleasure enough. I have had singing. 
Niinie 
Auch das Schone muf sterben! 
Das Menschen und Gotter bezwinget, 
nicht die eheme Brust 
ruhrt es des stygischen Zeus. 
Einmal nur erweichte die Liebe 
den Schattenbeherrscher, 
und an der Schwelle noch, streng, 
rief er zuriick sein Geschenk. 
Nicht stillt Aphrodite 
dem schonen Knaben die Wunde 
die in den zierlichen Leib grausam 
der Eber geritzt. 
N icht errettet den gottlichen Held 
die unsterbliche Mutter, 
wenn er, am skaischen Thor fallend, 
sein Schicksal erfullt. 
Aber sie steigt aus dem Meer 
mit allen Tochtern des Nereus, 
und die Klage hebt an 
um den verherrlichten Sohn. 
Siehe, es weinen die Gotter, 
es weinen die Cottinen alle, 
dais das Schone vergeht, 
dais das Volkommene stirbt. 
Auch ein Klaglied zu sein 
im Mund der Geliebten, ist herrlich, 
denn das Gemeine 
geht klanglos zum Orkus hinab. 
Even Beauty must die! 
That which subdues men and gods, 
does not move the steely heart 
of the Stygian Zeus. 
Only once did love touch 
the ruler of the underworld, 
and still upon the threshold, sternly 
he recalled his gift. 
Aphrodite does not tend 
the lovely youth's wound, 
torn by the savage boar 
in his graceful body. 
The immortal mother does not save 
the godly hero 
when, dying at the Scaean gate, 
his destiny he fulfills. 
But she rises from the sea 
with all Nereus's daughters 
and the lament for 
the exalted son goes up. 
Behold, the gods weep, 
all the goddesses weep 
that beauty must fade, 
that perfection must die. 
Even to be an elegy 
in the mouth of the beloved is glorious, 
for the ordinary goes down unsung 
to Orcus (Hades). 
The Word Was God 
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God. The same was in 
the beginning with God. All things were made that have been made. Nothing 
was made He has not made. All things were made by Him. 
-The Gospel of John, 1:1-3 
Italia mia 
Italia mia, bench'el parlar sia indamo My Italy, although speech be in vain 
a le piaghe mortali to heal the mortal wounds 
01e nel' bel corpo tuo si spesse veggio, that I so often see upon your beautiful body, 
piacem'almen' ch'e miei sospir' sian quali, At least my sighs are such as would please 
spera'l Tever' et l' Amo e'l Po the Tiber, the Amo, and the Po 
dove doglioso e grave hor seggio. where, sorrawfully and heavily, naw I sit. 
Rettor' del' ciel', io ch'eggio, Ruler of heaven, I implore 
che la pieta che ti that through the mercy 
conduss' in terra which you performed on earth, 
ti volg' al tuo dilett'almo paese. you return your good will to your divine, 
beloved country. 
See, gracious Lord, of what 
slight cause comes this cruel war 
and the heart which Mars, 
proud and fierce, hardens and closes, 
open noui, Father, and soften and unknot 
so that your truth may 
be heard on my tongue, unworthy as I am. 
- Francesco Petrarca 
(1304-1374) 
Vedi, Signor' cortese, 
di che lieve cagion che crudel guerra, 
ei cor', ch' indur' e serra 
Marte superb' e fero 
Apri tu, padre, e' nteneriss' e snoda; 
ivi fa ch' el tuo vero, 
qual io mi sia per la mia lingua s' oda. 
Cantate Domino 
Cantate Domino canticum novum; 
laus ejus in ecclesia sanctorum. 
L~tetur Israel in eo qui fecit eum, 
et filize Sion exultent in rege suo. 
Laudent nomen ejus 
in tympano et choro: 
in psalterio psallant ei. 
Sing to the Lord a new song 
Praise Him in His sanciuaru 
Let all of Israel rejoice now in Him uiho made us, 
Let children of Zion rejoice in their King. 
Praise His name, 
with timbrel and song: 
with the sweet-sounding lyre praise Him. 
Loch Lomond 
1. By yon bonny banks and yon bonny braes, 
Where the sun shines bright on Loch Lomond, 
Where me and my true love were ever wont to gae, 
On the bonny, bonny banks of Loch Lomond. 
refrain: 
O you'll take the high road and I'll take the low road 
And I'll be in Scotland afore ye, 
But me and my true love will never meet again 
On the bonny, bonny banks of Loch Lomond. 
2. 'Twas there that we parted in yon shady glen, 
On the steep, steep side of Ben Lomond, 
Where deep in purple hue the Highland hills we view 
And the moon coming out in the gloaming. (refrain) 
3. The wee birdies sing and the wild flow'rs spring, 
And in sunshine the waters are sleeping, 
But the broken heart it kens nae second spring again 
Tho' the woeful may cease from their greeting. (refrain) 
What Shall We Do With the Drunken Sailor? 
What shall we do with the drunken sailor early in the morning? 
Way-hay, and up she rises, early in the morning. 
Put him in the long boat until he's sober early in the morning. 
Way-hay, and up she rises, early in the morning. 
Pull out the plug and wet him all over early in the morning. 
Way-hay, and up she rises, early in the morning. 
Put him in the scuppers with a hose pipe on him early in the morning. 
Way-hay, and up she rises, early in the morning. 
Heave him by the leg with a runnin' bowlin' early in the morning. 
Way-hay, and up she rises, early in the morning. 
The Pasture 
I'm going out to clean the pasture spring; 
I'll only stop to rake the leaves away 
(And wait to watch the water clear, I may): 
I sha'n't be gone long. You come too. 
I'm going out to fetch the little calf 
That's standing by the mother. It's so young 
It totters when she licks it with her tongue. 
I sha'n't be gone long. You come too. 
- Robert Frost 
Valiant-for-Truth 
After this it was noised abroad that Mr. Valiant-for-truth was taken with a 
summons ... and had this for a token that the summons was true, "that his pitcher 
was broken at the fountain." When he understood it, he called for his friends, 
and told them of it. Then, said he, "I am going to my Father's and though with 
great difficulty I am got hither, yet now I do not repent me of all the trouble I 
have been at to arrive where I am. My sword, I give to him that shall succeed me 
in my pilgrimage, and my courage and skill, to him that can get it. My marks 
and scars I carry with me, to be a witness for me, that I have fought his battles, 
who now will be my rewarder." When the day that he must go hence was come, 
many accompanied him to the riverside, into which as he went he said, "Death, 
where is thy sting?" And as he went down deeper, he said, "Grave, where is thy 
victory?" So he passed over, and all the trumpets sounded for him on the other 
side. 
- John Bunyan 
Ne Sedi, Djemo! 
Ne sedi, Djemo, sloboden 
pod taya krusha sitnitsa. 
O vago dina, 0 shago dina, 
Raznazhe glavu dignala. 
Raznazhe glavu dignala, Djemo, 
Tursko dyehvodche, grabnala! 
Tursko dyehvodche, grabnala, Djemo, 
bosh tvoiu sestru, Fatimu! 
Don't just sit there, Djerno, 
so comfortably under 
that tiny pear tree. 
It's time to pull yourself together. 
Pull yourself together, Djemo, 
The brigands are stealing the girl! 
171e brigands are stealing the girl, Dienio, 
they are stealing your sister, Fatima! 
Calvary 
Calvary, Calvary! Surely He died on Calvary! 
Can't you hear Him calling his Father? Surely He died on Calvary! 
Hear Him saying, "It is finished!" Surely He died on Calvary! 
La Villanella (Venetian song) 
Varda che passa 
La villanella ! 
Osce che bella 
Fa inamorar! 
Refrain: 
O come bali bene bela bimba, 
Bela bimba, bela bimba bali ben! 
Varda quel' vecio 
Soto la scala, 
Osce che bala ch'el ga ciapa! 
Varda quel' merlo 
Dentro la gabbia, 
Osce che rabbia ch'el ga ciapa! 
Look who is walking by 
The village girl! 
O how beautiful she is 
She'll make you fall in love! 
Refrain: 
O how well you dance, Beautiful girl, 
Beautiful girl, you dance so uiell! 
Look at the old man 
Sitting under the stairs 
What a story he has got! 
Look at the crow 
In the birdcage 
O how mad she is! 
Don't miss these upcoming Choral Arts events! 
LU Choral Arts and The Princeton Singers 
Bach: The Passion According to St. Matthew 
Saturday, April 30, 2005 • 8 pm • Baker Hall 
A semi-staged version with supertitles brings Bach's 
immortal masterpiece to life. Steven Sametz concludes this anniversary 
year conducting the Choral Arts with his professional ensemble, 
The Princeton Singers and Baroque orchestra. 
Soloists include Grammy Award-winner Richard Clement, singing the 
role of the Evangelist. Set design by Drew Francis, Videography by 
Anna and Michael Chupa, Choreography by Myra Bazell. 
Concert supported in part by the Amaranth 
Foundation and the Dyer Fund. 
The Princeton Singers: From Madness to the Sublime 
Sun., Oct. 2, 2005 • 3 pm • Baker Hall 
Madrigals penned by the knife-wielding hand of composer-murderer 
Prince Carlo di Gesualdo and the passionate Lamento d'Arianna of 
Monteverdi combine with the sublime Mass for Four Voices of William 
Byrd for an evening of royal treasure from the Renaissance and early 
Baroque. Directed by Steven Sarnetz. 
LU Choral Arts: A Night at the Opera 
Fn., Sat., Oct. 28, 29, 2005 • 8 pm • Baker Hall 
Rising Metropolitan soprano Marjorie Elinor Dix and tenor John Pierce 
join the 200 singers of Lehigh University Choral Arts and orchestra, 
under the direction of Steven Sametz for a glittering night at the opera 
with works by Puccini, Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Mascagni and others. 
LU Choral Arts: Christmas Vespers at Packer Chapel 
Sun., Dec. 11, 2005 • 4 & 8 pm • Packer Chapel 
Lehigh's historic chapel is the setting for this beautiful candlelight 
concert that celebrates the holidays, directed by Steven Sarnetz. 
LU Choir: Extraordinary Voices 
Sat., Mar. 25, 2006 • 8 pm • Baker Hall 
Steven Sametz and the Lehigh University Choir dedicate a program to 
the extraordinary variety of voices around the globe, exploring Tibetan, 
South African, Bulgarian, Irish, Afro-American and jazz choral tradi- 
tions. 
LU Choral Arts: Beethoven's Missa Solemnis 
Fri., Sat., Apr. 28, 29, 2006 • 8 pm • Baker Hall 
Grammy Award-winners Carmen Pelton, soprano and John Aler, tenor, 
join LU Choral Arts to present Beethoven's greatest masterpiece 
for chorus and orchestra. 
UNIVERSITY CHOIR ADMINISTRATION 
Eileen Wescoe, Rehearsal Accompanist 
Richard Kurz 
Kate Rooth 
Dan Halle 
Christopher Howard 
Todd Hunter 
Anna Childson 
Chris Kramer 
Jessica Hyman 
Ronnie G. Craig Ani 
Thomas Blank 
Tyler Tate 
Katie Santoro 
Georgina Emslie Stevenson 
Jim Mulherin 
Ma11ager 
Assistant Manager 
Stage Manager 
Assistant Stage Manager 
Finance Manager 
Website Ma11ager 
Web master 
Newsletter Manager 
Social Manager 
130tl1 Anniversary Coordinator 
Tour Manager 
Publicity Manager 
Wardrobe Manager 
Wardrobe Manager 
CHORAL UNION ADMINISTRATION 
Timothy Harrell, Rehearsal Accompanist 
Charis Lasky, Choral Arts Coordinator 
Betty Bramblet, Associate Coordinator 
Doug MacNeil, Orchestra Manager 
Kal Sostarecz, Stage Manager 
Debbie Sostarecz, Recruitment Manager 
CHORAL ARTS ORCHESTRA 
Violin I Bass Trombone 
Timothy Schwarz, Domenic Fiore Alex Siniavski 
concertmaster Carter Henry Ralph Brodt 
Mary Ogletree Jonathan Schubert 
Rebecca Brown Flute/Piccolo 
Kiko Enomoto Robin Kani Timpani 
Barbara Jaffe Linda Ganus Charles Fricker 
Eliza Cho 
Oboe/English Horn Percussion 
Violin II David Diggs Ralph Sorrentino 
Linda Louise Kistler Christina Schmidt Kenneth Riehman 
Linda Fiore 
Barney Stevens Clarinet/Bass Clarinet Harp 
Janice Bland Deborah Andrus Andrea Wittchen 
Hyun Ji Choi Sherry Hartman Apgar 
Nelson Lau Celeste 
Bassoon/Con trabassoon Eileen Wescoe 
Viola Ping Liang 
Aundrey Mitchell Wendy Large 
Adriana Linares 
Rolando Freitag French Horn 
Louise Jaffe Daniel Braden 
Stephen Couch 
Cello 
David Bakamjian Trumpet 
Nancy Bidlack Lawrence Wright 
David Moulton Kevin Rosenberry 
Tomasz Rezeczycki Rob Skoniczin 
Soprano I 
Meredith Allan 
Tosha Asumah 
Amanda Barnes+? 
Katie Becker+ 
Jennifer Bibbs+ 
Barbara Cavalla 
Kathleen Conahan 
Ronda R. Cook 
Lauren Cuoco 
Gloria Derhammer 
Kitty Dunn 
Rose Essig 
Carolyn Folmer" 
Julie Heidt+ 
Virginia Himler 
Harper Kubicek+ 
Joanna Lafaver 
Elizabeth Luber+#" 
Joan Moran 
Miriam Nachesty 
Marianne Napravnik 
Emily O'Koren+"o 
Ann Picken 
Mary Louise Powers 
Ann Sassaman 
Joyce E. Shankweiler 
Cheryl Sinclair 
Deborah Sostarecz 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY CHORAL ARTS 
Steven Sarnetz, director 
Debra Field, associate director 
Timothy Harrell, Eileen Wescoe, accompanists 
Libera C. Evans 
Brittany Grier+ 
Ruth Henry 
Maryann LaPadula 
Charis Lasky+ 
Sarah Mastroianni+ 
Marcia M. Mierzwa+ 
Carolyn Moyer 
Teri O'Brien 
Danielle Palencar 
Mary Pritchett 
Christine Rapp+o 
Kate Rooth+" 
Deborah Sacarakis+ 
Tara Stephenson 
Ann Taylor 
Sonya Van den Heuvel 
Alto I 
Cheryl A. Cherry 
Heidi W. Chi+ 
Martha Christine 
Ann Cohen 
Joanna de Jesus-Fenicle 
Peggy Fuller 
Lynne Hoxie 
Jessica Hyman+ 
Amanda Kessler+# 
Christine Kreschollek 
Georgina Emslie Stevenson+ Patricia Markley 
Maureen Swanson Tiffany Mohr 
Marcia Theiss Cathy Mordosky 
Catherine Thome 
Carol Vickrey 
Kathleen Vollrath 
Soprano 2 
Loris Baker 
Vi Ballard 
Peggy Becker 
Annette Benert 
Sharon Bleice 
Anna Childson+ 
Pauline Chu 
Lori Cotabish+> 
Kathrun Djouallah 
Loretta Deutsch 
+LU Choir 
Geraldine Mosemann* 
Marilyn Needham 
Elizabeth C. Ragan 
Joanna Rouse 
Katie Santoro+ 
Raina Alexandra Savitsky+o 
Nadine Sine+ 
Dorothy Sloand 
Kathleen Snyder 
Anne Taylor 
Alto 2 
Melissa Alexander+ 
E. Louise Auchenbach 
Joanne Bast 
Patricia A. Chase" 
Cindy Comfort 
Robin Deily 
Fran Downey 
Katy Dyer 
Joanna P. Fanizza+ 
Natalie Foster 
Clare Garrison 
Hope A. Kunkel 
Elaine B. Molnar 
Caitlin Monahan+ 
Dorothy Perschy 
Theresa Sharon 
Kristin Wagner+ 
Dina Wills 
Tenor I 
Wally Borene 
Max Gross+ 
Joseph Manzo 
Terence M. McLaughlm+o 
Wayne Mery 
Ron Mordosky* 
Jim Mulherin+ 
Nicholas Tatalias+ 
Jack Vickrey 
Derek Wilson+o 
Tenor 2 
Owen Ferik+ 
Ted Gleason+ 
TimGredler 
Glen Haley 
Jamie Henry 
Timothy A. Morea+# 
Rob Riggs 
John Rodgers 
Christopher Shane+ 
Tim White +?o 
Baritone 
Chris Albrecht+ 
Ronnie Craig Ani+ 
Peter Christopher Dupin 
James Galucci 
Jeffrey Gross 
Coleman Hamel 
Ryan Hansen+ 
James Henry 
Todd James Hunter+ 
Richard Kurz+ 
Thomas W. Ludlow+o 
Rowan Meyer+o 
Will Mayo 
Warren Norris 
Greg Parent+ 
Brett Philpotts+o 
Donald C. Seagreaves 
Dan Schankel+ 
Robert Smith+ 
David Stanek+ 
Kalman A. Sostarecz, Jr. 
Justin Stroup 
Bradley Woodward+ 
Bass 
Raymond Ballard 
Thomas Blank+ 
Christopher Chen+o 
David Csencsits 
Robert Guzzon+# 
Daniel Halle+o 
Jonathan Havel+ 
Christopher Howard+o 
Chris Krarner+o 
J. Gordon Maule 
Steven Moyer 
Benjamin David Rodney+ 
George Schwartzkopf 
David Ziegler 
Bill Zoshak 
#LU Choir Section Leader "Choral Union Section Leader 
AChoral Scholar oOvertones 
Friends of Zoellner Arts Center 
2004-2005 Season 
The Board of Trustees of Lehigh University gratefully acknowledges an~ recognizes the following 
alumni, friends, corporations and foundations for their generosity m supporting 
the annual campaign forthe Friends of Zoellner Arts Center· 
Leadership funding from PNC Bank 
Victoria and Robert Zoellner Elizabeth Scofield and James R. Tanenbaum 
Roland and Doris Sigal 
Carol and Joe Snyder '65 
Bob and Anne Teufel 
Presenting Sponsor 
Wachovia 
Sponsor 
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. 
Chaddsford Winery 
Coordinated Health and MetLife 
Creative Kids Club 
The Express-Times 
Holt Family Foundation 
Lutron Electronics Company, Inc. 
The Morning Call 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 
Dian and Carl Petrillo 
The Rider-Pool Foundation 
Rodale Inc 
Sodexho Campus Services 
TIAA-CREF 
Target Select Cable Advertising 
Producer 
Dexter F. and Dorothy H. Baker Foundation 
Alvin H. Butz, Inc. 
George J. and Mary T D'Angelo Foundation 
Frederick S. Dornblatt 
Gregory and Jean Farrington 
Beall and Marlene "Linny" Fowler 
Highmark Blue Shield 
Priscilla Payne Hurd 
Pepsi-Cola Company 
Tallman, Hudders and Sorrentino, P.C. 
University Productions 
Maestro 
Anonymous 
Joanne and Hank Barnette 
Alan Bloch and Nancy M. Berman 
Marianne C. and William H. Bux '58 
Georgeina and W. Robert Christie '58 
Emmeline and Leonard Dimmick '49 
Marlene and Aman Finkelstein '58 
Andrea and Oldrich Foucek 
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Hecht 
Julia E. Klees, MD MPH 
Joseph and lchiko Long 
Pat and Tucker Lyons 
Ruth and Charlie Marcon 
Moreen and John McGurk 
Anne and Pete Meltzer 
Virtuoso 
Bonnie and Steve Devlin 
Dick Durand and Jan Redinger 
Susan and Bob Gadomski 
Terry and Mary Jane Hart 
Betty and Bill Hittinger 
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Hoover, Jr. 
Mary Ann and Daniel Kelemen '54 
Brenda Johnson and Robert McGovern 
Nelson and Pat Markley 
Kira and Steve Mendez '83 
Pennsylvania Performing Arts on Tour 
Dave and Margie Williams 
Donna and Wilson Yale 
Sharon and Ron Yoshida 
Michael Zisman and Linda Gamble 
Artist 
Richard and Judith Aronson 
Terri and Jim Bartholomew 
Bobb and Joan Carson 
Michael J. and Sandra R. Caruso Fund 
Byron and Janet Cook 
Red Culver 
Carol and John Daniel 
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Detweiler 
Nora Ann and Mohamed El-Aasser 
Mark and Anke Ellis 
Barnet and Lisa Fraenkel 
Tom and Marsha Hersh 
Richard and Linda Hertzberg 
Betsy and Bob Holcombe '58 
Theodore U. Horger 
Yong and Sook Kim 
Anthony and Donna McHugh 
Deborah Sacarakis 
Linda and Walter Silowka 
Don and Betty Smyth 
Thomas and Catherine Staley 
Krista L. and Timothy R. Tate '79/'04P 
Liz and Ferd Thun '56 
Susan and Marc Vengrove 
Ricardo and Martha Marchena Viera 
Marilyn and Paul Wagner '57 
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk M. Warshaw '80/'07P 
Fellow 
Joseph Amato and Michele Barnes Amato '76 
Marianne and William Bechtold '58 
Paul Biddelman, Donna Bascom and 
Sari Biddelman 
Bomboy Incorporated 
Rev. Paul and Paula Herron Braden 
Joe Brookes and Kirk Kozero 
Ann and Bill Clark '45 
Bill and Anne DeCamp 
Mr. and Mrs. David Deinzer 
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Del Vecchio 
Carol C. Dorey and John Berseth 
Brad and Ellen Drexler 
Jim and Michelle Duane 
James B. Edwards and 
Jamie P. Musselman 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Epstein 
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Erickson 
E. P. Ted Foster 
Hannah Stewart-Gambino and 
Giacomo Gambino 
Don and Lois Garaventi 
Nancy and Michael George 
Robert and Carol Graff 
Ann and Dennis Greenzweig 
Bruce and Jo Ann Haines 
Julia Hamm 
Andrea and Martin Harmer 
Kenneth D. Hendrix and Patricia K. Girke 
Jim and Peggy Hobbs 
Valerie and Richard Holt 
Mary E. Hosford 
Mr. and Mrs. George Howey 
Maryann and Keith Hunter 
Just Born, Inc. 
George and Soteria Kledaras 
Susan Kowalchuk and Neal Simon 
Dr. and Mrs. Alan Leahey 
Charles and Kathy Lieb 
Valerie Livingston and Charles Lyman 
Charles and Marie Luthar 
John and Jane Malloy 
Willard and Margaret Marshall 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mercy, Jr. 
Met-Ed, a FirstEnergy Company 
John and Elaine Millane 
Carl and Glyn Moses 
Offset Impressions, Inc. 
Jon R. Peisinger '69 
Louis and Melissa Pektor 
Julie and Kline Pepper 
Michael and Christine Perrucci 
Margaret Plympton 
Ray and Sally Reusser 
Janet and Lee Shahan 
John and Norma Shane 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Siemiatkoski 
Charles and Christine Smith 
Faith and James Snyder 
Ardyth and Frank Sobyak 
Michael and Judy Stoner 
Miriam Sursa and Sandra Fickes 
Karen and Alex Tamerler 
Jeff and Annie Tarnoff 
Christie and Ron Ulrich 
Barbara and Charles Vengrove 
Drs. Joseph and Margaret Viechnicki 
Louis Weinstock '36 
Richard and Melody Weisman 
Robert and Virginia Williamson 
Jerri and John Wood 
Patron 
The Abel Family 
Henry Baird and Raymond Harbort 
Robert C. Bausmith 
Marian C. Beatty 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Benedict 
Madeline and Bob Brown 
Thomas J. Campbell 
Nick and Dee Demyan 
Nancy Flemming 
John Franchini 
Dr. and Mrs. Jerome Grossinger 
E. R. Hertzog 
Kathryn Humphreys and Louis Zanine 
Nancy and George A. Kantra '58 
Eric T. Kautz 
Joseph and Mary King 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Patrick Kleaveland 
Jennifer L. Klein 'O I 
Rosalyn and Edward Klein '67 
The Kuzon Family 
Diane LaBelle and Norman Girardot 
Polly and Garry McClure 
Vesta 0. Mershon 
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Noel, III 
John and Anne Ochs 
Ruth and Shelden Radin 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman L. Rij 
John and Denise Sale 
In memory of Vivienne Saunders 
Jane Schiff 
Silver Family Foundation, Inc. 
H. Stanley Stoney '59 
Pamela and Laurence Tarica 
Robert and Lee Wei 
George and Karen White 
Sherri Yerk-Zwickl and William Zwickl 
D. Brooks Zug 
Friend 
Steven and Rosalie Aaronson 
Elizabeth Abrams 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin J. Alexander 
Dr. and Mrs. Terry M. Anderson 
Gene and Charlotte Auman 
Sybil and Barry Baiman 
Linda Bambara 
Barbra Barker 
Mary Ann and Anthony Barone 
Dick and Dotty Barsness 
Robert W. and Elsie L. Bell 
Don and Lygia Bellis 
Mary Sue W. Benken 
Polly and Fred Beste 
Big Picture Consulting 
Mr. and Mrs. Monte S. Brooks 
Wayne and Susan Cady 
John Campion, M.D. and Andrea Waxman, M.D. 
Marianne Chabot 
Ken and Nancy Christensen 
Thomas Church 
Carolyn J. Conard 
Current Concepts Home Automation Specialists 
Ann L. Dalton 
Don and Jean Davis 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D Ditmars 
Nicole Radich Dobson 
Katherine and Robert E. Donatelli 
Thomas H. and Beverly B. Eighmy 
Adam Fenton 
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Fetzer 
Timothy W. Fox 
William and Lois Frederick 
Louise French 
James R. Gage 
Gillian K. Girvin 
Joel and Muriel Glickman 
Mark Goehring '76 
John T. Grant 
Virginia K. T. Gress 
Nancy S. Gunkel 
Cheryl Gunter 
Tom and Debby Harbin 
Lynne and Leon Harbold 
David Heine '74 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Heintzelman 
Marie Helmold 
LJ Herman 
Matt and Heather Hosfeld 
Connie Houser-Wenzel 
Karen A. Hoxie 
Mary Paltadakis-Jaman and George F. Jarnan 
Robert and Ethel Jones 
Eric Kaplan 
Jacob and Maria Kazakia 
A. M. Kem 
Joan Kicska 
Gary M. Koch 
Joan A. Kraft 
Truman and Louise Kunsman 
Gloria and Charles (Chick) Kuss '52 
Walter and Joanne Leiss 
Ronald E. Lipetz '62 
Kathryn Loupos 
Deb and Bill Lowenburg 
Mr. and Ms. Edward Mackavage 
Don and Lucille Ma rs hall 
Mrs. Ulla H. M. Martz 
Jacqueline Matthews and Walter Toomes 
Ors. George and Carolina McCluskey 
Cathy and Bob McCormick 
Mrs. Lucille H. McCracken 
Marilyn R. McDonald M.D. 
Gordon and Nancy McKibben 
Bill and Monica Michalerya 
Eloise W. Miller 
Ron and Cathy Mordosky 
Hugh and Carrie Morgan 
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Niemeyer 
Danny and Sandra O'Neill 
Bonnie Osterwald 
William and Nora Paltadakis 
Ors. Harriet and Sidney Parmet 
Kathleen Parris 
Richard and Elizabeth Pearce 
Mrs. Edward Perkins 
Heinz G Pfeiffer 
Mary T Pongracz 
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Powell 
Ralph and Jacqueline Puerta 
Dick and Cathie Reppert 
Eugenia Y. Robson 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Rodgers 
David and Judith Ross 
John D. and Betty M. Rossi, Jr 
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Rothman 
William and Ruth Rusling 
Kenny and Joan Saler 
David H. Schaper 
Dianne Schellenberg 
Philip and Anne Secor 
John W. Segraves 
Jean M. Seibel 
Jeffrey J. Sernak 
Dr. and Mrs. William W. Sharkan 
Fred and Ginny Shunk 
Ken and Micki Sinclair 
Blu Smith 
Richard and Martha Sod! 
Nancy Spiegel 
Diane A. Stanczak 
John W. Stemler 
Tom and Lenore Stine 
Sarah Strunk 
Hugh Sweeney 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Talhelm 
Robyn D. Texter 
Jean and Terry Theman 
Froy and Dick Thompson 
Alla and Kenneth Toff 
Abby and Mark Trachtman 
Bill and Jane Trotter 
Sharon and Larry Upton 
Verna Rapp Uthman 
Stephen and Lenore Wagner 
Carl F. Waldbieser 
George and Carolyn Watkins 
Larry A. Wehr 
Ben and Ellie Weinberger 
Eric W. Weinhold 
Steve Weintraub and Judith Pennington 
Mervin C. Werst, P. E 
Malcolm and Sally West 
Sophia and Marvin White 
Kay and Earl Winters 
Dr. and Mrs. David Wu 
David and Jill Yannarell 
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Young 
Mrs. Edward A. Zouck 
List complete as of March 23, 2005. 
Errors or omissions should be brought to the attention of Susan Vengrove, Lehigh's director of development for the arts, 
at 610-758-5322, 800-523-0565 or email susan vengrove@lehigh.edu 
Welcome to Zoellner Arts Center! 
We hope you will take advantage of all the facilities, including Baker Hall, the 
Diamond and Black Box Theaters, as well as the Art Galleries and the M11se11m 
Shop. There are restrooms 011 every floor and concession stands in the two 
lobbies. For all ticket information, call (610) 7LU-ARTS (610-758-2787). 
To ensure the best experience for everyone, please: 
Bring no food or drink into any of the theaters 
Refrain from talking while music is being performed 
Refrain from applause between 11wve111e11ts 
Do not use flash photography or recording devices 
Turn off all pagers and cellular phones 
Turn off alarms 011 wrist watches 
Do not smoke anywhere in the facilities 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT STAFF 
Professors - Paul Salemi, Steven Sametz, Nadine Sine (chair) 
Associate Professor - Paul Chou 
Assistant Professor - William Warfield 
Professor of Practice - Eugene Albulescu 
Lecturers - David Diggs, Debra Field 
Adjuncts/ Private Instructors - Deborah Andrus, Eduardo Azzati, David 
Bakamjian, Helen Beedle, David Brandom, Lise Carlson, Michael Christianson, 
Bob DeVos, Domenick Fiore, Scott Force, Linda Ganus, Brett Grigsby, Tom 
Guarna, Timothy Harrell, Tim Harrison, Bethany Heller, Vic Juris, Marko 
Marcinko, Kevin McCarter, Donna McHugh, Richard Metzger, Albert Neumeyer, 
Patricia O'Connell, Jan Opalach, Gene Perla, Irmgard Pursell, David Riekenberg, 
Gary Rissmiller, Paul Rosenberg, Timothy Schwarz, Kim Seifert, Paul Swnmerlin, 
James Thoma, Eileen Wescoe, Andrea Wittchen, Stephen Wohlrab, Larry Wright 
Department Coordinator - Olga Jacoby 
Libraries Coordinator - Linda Lipkis 
Program Coordinator - Linda Ganus 
Accounts Coordinator - Deborah Ruthrauff 
ZOELLNER ARTS CENTER ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
Managing Director - Elizabeth Scofield 
Assistant - Cyndy Brinker 
Programming/Outreach Director - Deborah Sacarakis 
Assistant - Jennifer Muller 
Audience Services Director - Sandra Anderson 
Ticket Services Manager - Jacob Campbell 
House Manager - Rosalie Sandburg 
Development for the Arts Director - Susan Vengrove 
Senior Marketing Associate - [ennifer Hunt 
Marketing Associate - Z. Candi Staurinos 
Scheduling Manager - Annette Stolte 
ZOELLNER ARTS CENTER TECHNICAL STAFF 
Production Manager - Joshua Kovar 
Assistant Production Manager - R. Elizabeth Miller 
Audio Coordinator - Erik T. Lawson 
Associate Audio Coordinator - Stephen C. Wohlrab 
Costume Director - Pamela Richey 
Assistant Lighting Coordinator - jennifer Corman 
Head Stage Carpenter - James P. Jordan 
Technical Director - Heather Hillhouse-Deans 
! ------ 
September 
12 at 3 pm 
18 at 8 pm 
26 at 3 pm 
October 
3 at 3 pm 
17 at 3 pm 
22, 23 at 8 pm 
29, 30 at 8 pm 
November 
13 at 8 pm 
14 at 3 pm 
20 at 8 pm 
21 at 3 pm 
29, 30 at 12 pm 
December 
1, 2 at 12 pm 
4 at 8 pm 
5 at 4 & 8 pm 
January 
29 at 8 pm 
30 at 3 pm 
February 
19at8pm 
20 at 3 pm 
27 at 3 pm 
March 
5 - 13 
April 
2 at 8 pm 
9 at 8 pm 
10at2pm 
!Oat4pm 
15 at 8 pm 
16at8pm 
Lehigh University Mus_ic Department 
2004 - 2005 Season 
Debra Field, soprano, Leslie Johnson, mezzo-soprano: One Afternoon, Two Divas 
Eugene Albulescu's Trio Lipatti: Haydn, Brahms and Dvorak 
Eduardo Azzati, baritone and Martha Schrempel, piano: Schubert's Winterreise 
Christopher DiSanto, clarinet with Michael Sbeadel, piano 
Eugene Albulescu, piano: All-Beethoven: Ham,merklav!er and more 
LU Philharmonic Orchestra: Russian Masters: Borodin and Tchaikovsky 
LU Choral Arts: Visions, Evocations and Dreams 
LU Fusion Fest: Thad Jones and Mel Lewis Tribute 
LU Jazz Ensemble, Jazz Band, Jazz Combo 
New York Jazz Repertory Orchestra: Glenn Miller Tribute 
LU Wind Ensemble: To Tame the Perilous Skies 
Noon Recitals: Solo performers and chamber groups 
Noon Recitals: Solo performers and chamber groups 
LU Philharmonic Orchestra: An Orchestral Fantasy; Paul Chou, violin 
LU Choral Arts: Christmas Vespers at Packer Chapel 
LUVME (Lehigh University Very Modern Ensemble): Kim, Heiss, Salemi 
LU Jazz Faculty 
New York Jazz Repertory Orchestra: The Lost Generation of Jazz 
East Winds Quintet: with guest artist Eugene Albulescu, piano 
Lori Sims, piano (Weinstock Artist): Barber and Schumann 
Spring Break 
LU Choral Arts: J Have Had Singing - The Best of LU Choral Arts 
LU Philharmonic Orchestra, Samuel Wong, guest conductor: Music from England 
Senior Recital: Elizabeth Luber, soprano 
Junior Recitals 
LU Jazz Ensemble, Jazz Band, Jazz Combo 
LU Fusion Fest: An Evening of Yiddish Theatre with Bruce Adler 
30 at 8 pm 
18 - 21 at 12 pm Noon Recitals: Solo performers and chamber groups 
24 at 3 pm LU Symphonic Band 
LU Choral Arts and Princeton Singers: Bach: The Passion According to St Matthew 
semi-staged with Baroque orchestra 
May 
1 at 3 pm 
2 at 8 pm 
LU Wind Ensemble: On Her Majesty '.s Service 
LUVME: Works for orchestra by student composers 
